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Civil execution remedy is the objective demand to protect the fairness and 
efficiency of execution. In China, the problem of “the difficulties in execution” is 
largely due to the serious imperfection of execution remedy. Compared with the 
sound systems in other countries, execution objection system can hardly fulfill its 
function, as it is the only remedy system in China. This thesis, under the guidance 
of legal theory, using comparative study method, combining with the experience of 
civil execution and reformation, and introspecting into the defects in the execution 
remedy system of China, works out a design to consummate the execution remedy 
system and an idea of judicial reform, so as to be expected to propel the settlement 
of “the difficulties in execution”. 
This article includes the following 4 chapters, besides introduction and 
conclusion. 
Chapter one analyzes the necessity and main contents of the execution 
remedy system, by revealing the inner demands of the execution remedy to civil 
execution system. It also induces the remedy systems of foreign countries and 
Taiwan district, so as to use these materials for reference. 
Chapter two studies the present civil execution remedy system in China and 
points out some of its serious defects. This chapter also makes some introspection 
on this system, and then figures out the general design on the consummation of 
China’s civil execution remedy system. 
Chapter three introduces the specific design of execution remedy system in 
procedure. It also makes a theoretical and practical analysis on remedy system of 
application, objection declaration, procedural objection of execution allocation, 
and application for reconsideration. 
Chapter four presents the specific design of the execution remedy system in 
substantive. Besides the analysis of consentaneous system of debtor’s objection 















thesis also tries to bring two other systems with the function of remedy into the 
execution remedy system, i.e. Debtor’s sues of applying for execution permission 
and sues of illegal profits and damages compensation in execution. Meanwhile, it 
also tries to make the execution inspection as a precedent procedure of objection 
sues. Thus the execution remedy system can be improved in both theory and 
practice, and perfect and efficient execution remedy measures can be expected to 
be supplied to civil lawsuit parties. 
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第一章  民事执行救济概述 
 

















                                                 
① 本文指狭义上的强制执行。理论上强制执行分广义和狭义两种，广义上的强制执行包括民事强制执
行和行政强制执行，狭义上的强制执行仅指民事强制执行。详见齐树洁. 破产法研究[M]. 厦门: 厦门大
学出版社, 2004. 92; 谭秋桂. 民事执行原理研究[M]. 北京: 中国法制出版社, 2001. 3; 孙加瑞. 中国强
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